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Key Findings 

 Pension funds have stewardship responsibilities: This year’s survey found that 93% of respondents 

agree that institutional investors (including pension funds) have stewardship responsibilities which 

include engaging with companies and voting.   

 

 Can play more an active role: Despite a year of ‘Shareholder Spring’ headlines only 50% of 

respondents indicated that they believe institutional investors (including pension funds) have played 

an active enough role as owners in 2012 - a positive recognition that more can still be achieved. 

 

 Engagement is adding value and influencing changes: Just over half (53%) of respondents confirmed 

that engagement with investee companies has added (or prevented loss of) value to their fund, in 

addition the majority of funds have seen evidence of engagement activities undertaken by the fund 

or its managers influencing changes at a company.  

 

 A majority of respondents have signed up to the Stewardship Code: 60% of respondents have 

formally committed to the Stewardship Code and its principles – a slight increase on 2011 (55%). 

 

 Stewardship is being regularly discussed: The vast majority (91%) of funds have formally discussed 

the Stewardship Code and/or corporate governance issues in the past 12 months.  

 

 Investment consultants not raising the issue: In only 38% of cases had investment consultants raised 

the issue of Stewardship with respondents, and when it was discussed, signing up to the Stewardship 

Code in order to undertake stewardship responsibilities was not often recommended. 

 

 Stewardship increasingly important in manager selection: The majority (71%) of respondents in 

2012 indicated that they take the stewardship activities and policies of managers into account during 

selection.  

 

 Most effective engagement is through the investment manager: Respondents indicated that the 

most effective form of engagement is via their investment manager; however, more than half were 

not aware of their fund managers collaborating with other investors on their behalf. 

 

 Funds are exercising their votes more and in more jurisdictions: 93% of funds exercise their votes in 

the UK (up from 90% in 2011), there was a similar trend in other jurisdictions. 

 

 Responsible investment is important: In nearly half of funds, the scheme's policy on responsible 

investment influences the selection of investment managers or consultants – up from 36% last year 

and their own Social, Environmental and Ethical (SEE) policy is being regularly reviewed.  

 

 Company strategy is key: Respondents consider that by far the most important factor investment 

managers should take into account when making investment decisions is the company’s strategy 

(87%); with board composition (including diversity) second.  
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Introduction 

 

About the Survey: Purpose 

This report presents the findings of the NAPF’s eighth annual survey of pension funds’ engagement with 

investee companies. The NAPF believes that engagement with investee companies is a vital part of the 

investment management process, and the NAPF survey provides evidence that UK pension funds share this 

belief and take this responsibility seriously. 

 

The survey is an effective means for pension funds to assess the extent to which their own engagement 

practices currently meet the best practice and the expectations of regulators and Government. This year’s 

survey is particularly significant, with the role of investors in helping to promote the long-term success of UK 

companies remaining in the spotlight in the UK and Europe.  

 

 

About the Survey: Who responded? 

NAPF fund members with more than £1 billion in assets under management were invited to give their views. 

Responses were received from 42 respondents, with combined assets under management of £323 billion.  

 
In terms of the type of funds that responded, the majority were private corporate pension schemes with 

approximately 20% from the public sector. The private sector respondents include a number of pension 

schemes of FTSE 100 listed companies along with a number of overseas listed companies, former nationalised 

corporations and occupational pension schemes.  

 

Type of fund   

Public sector 19% 

Private sector 81% 

 

As some of the questions are not relevant to some funds, where the number of respondents is less than 42 the 

number is stated. 

 

The NAPF is extremely grateful to all funds that assisted with the survey. 

28% 

29% 

19% 

24% 

Fig 1: Respondents by value of assets under management 

Less than £2bn

£2bn to £5bn

£5bn to £10bn

£10bn or more
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2012: The year in corporate governance 

2012 – the year of the “Shareholder Spring” – has been a busy one for corporate governance.  

 

 AstraZeneca: Chief Executive David Brennan quit following pressure from shareholders who had 

called for a radical shake-up of the group's top management. 

 Aviva: Chief executive Andrew Moss left a week after shareholders voted against his pay package. 

 Barclays: A third of shareholders refused to back the bank's annual pay awards, more than one in five 

investors also failed to support the re-election of the Remuneration Committee Chair. 

 Trinity Mirror: Chief executive Sly Bailey stood down amid controversy over her pay. 

 WPP: Nearly 60% of shareholders opposed the WPP directors' remuneration report - the largest 

shareholder rebellion at a FTSE-100 company since 90% voted against Sir Fred Goodwin's pension 

arrangements at Royal Bank of Scotland in 2009. 

 

Governments and regulators, both in the UK and Europe, have been encouraging institutional investors to be 

in the vanguard of the movement towards a new ‘responsible capitalism’. In the UK, the Department for 

Business has been consulting on, and bringing forward, proposals to enhance shareholder rights over 

executive remuneration. In addition the Kay Review made a range of proposals which are aimed in part at 

improving the quality of engagement by investors with companies, emphasising and broadening the existing 

concept of stewardship.  

 

These developments build on the UK Stewardship Code which was published two years ago and revised this 

year - the revisions placing a greater emphasis on the role played by asset owners such as pension funds. The 

Code now makes clear that “institutional investors may choose to outsource to external service providers 

some of the activities associated with stewardship. However, they cannot delegate their responsibility for 

stewardship.” 

  

While the authorities have been looking to investors to play a greater role in holding companies to account, 

shareholders have been actively engaging with investee companies – this year saw the most substantial year-

on-year increase in participation at annual meetings. There has been much focus on the departure of several 

CEOs following shareholder pressure, alongside several high profile protest votes at widely held FTSE-100 

companies, resulting in the media labelling this as the year of the ‘Shareholder Spring’. This label, while not 

strictly accurate or helpful does reflect a broader context and an environment in which there is increasing 

engagement between owners, investors and companies.  

 

The NAPF continues to believe high standards of corporate governance lead to better run companies, creating 

better outcomes for pension funds and their end beneficiaries. Most pension funds are engaged and 

responsible owners and it is our role to support our members by driving for high standards of stewardship and 

governance at investors and companies alike - in 2012, we been continuing to strive to do just that.  

 

 The NAPF Corporate Governance Policy and Voting Guidelines, which have been recently updated, 

continue to be an important resource providing guidance to investors and companies on corporate 

governance matters.  
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 We have continued to support the Stewardship Code by encouraging and assisting pension funds to ‘sign 

up’. To assist funds we have published the NAPF’s first ever Stewardship Policy to further assist funds 

understand their stewardship responsibilities and comply with the Code. The NAPF Stewardship Policy 

gives pension funds a clear roadmap of how they can address their stewardship responsibilities, setting 

out six best practice principles that the NAPF advises its members to follow and which can boiled down to 

three simple actions which can be expected of pension funds as the owners and providers of capital:  

1. Include a section on ‘stewardship’ within the fund’s Statement of Investment Principles; 

2. Include stewardship criteria in manager searches; 

3. Incorporate monitoring of stewardship activities into manager reviews.  

 

 In addition, we have continued to engage directly or facilitate collaborative engagement meetings for our 

members with companies in which pension funds invest on issues including board structures and most 

prominently this past year, executive remuneration.  

 

The results of the 2012 Engagement Survey clearly demonstrate that pension funds are taking their 

stewardship responsibilities ever more seriously. The positive results from this year’s survey show that while 

pension funds accept they can still do more, they do agree that they have stewardship responsibilities; they 

are incorporating stewardship and responsible investment principles into their selection processes; increasing 

their scrutiny of their investment manager’s activities and exercising their votes more and in more 

jurisdictions.  

 

These suggest that client demand for stewardship is increasing; this is hugely welcome and should further 

influence behavioural changes that lead to better stewardship by asset managers and companies. The NAPF 

will continue to monitor and support progress in 2013.  
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Results 

The role of institutional investors 
Key findings 

 

 93% of respondents agree that institutional investors (including pension funds) have stewardship 

responsibilities which include engaging with companies and voting.  

 

 Only 50% believe that institutional investors (including pension funds) have played an active enough 

role as owners in 2012. 

 

 53% of respondents agree that engagement with investee companies (by the fund or fund 

manager/s) has added (or prevented loss of) value to the fund; only 7% disagree.  

 

 

Do institutional investors have stewardship responsibilities? 

 

The NAPF and its members continue to work to improve corporate governance standards in the UK and this 

has been a key policy objective again in 2012.  

 

In this year’s survey, funds were asked whether they agree that institutional investors (including pension 

funds) have stewardship responsibilities which include engaging with companies and voting shares – 

encouragingly there was a near consensus that they do with 93% agreeing.  

 

Have institutional investors played an active enough role as owners? 

 

Building on this belief, respondents were asked whether they believed that over the past 12 months, 

institutional investors (including pension funds) have played an active enough role as owners. Perhaps a little 

surprisingly given the headlines about shareholder activism during the past year, only 50% of respondents 

indicated that they believe that institutional investors (including pension funds) have played an active enough 

role as owners in 2012 with 12% strongly disagreeing with the assertion.  

60% 

33% 

7% 

Fig 2: Do you agree that institutional investors (including pension funds) have 
stewardship responsibilities which include engaging with companies and voting 

shares? 

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree
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This response does reflect a fall in the percentage of funds agreeing with a similar assertion in 2011 when 

respondents were asked whether they agree that institutional investors (including pension funds) play an 

active enough role as owners, this year we sought to focus respondents answers on the past 12 months. The 

percentage of funds who strongly disagree with the assertion this year is much lower than it was last year 

when nearly a third of funds (31%) disagreed. However, this year’s response should be viewed as a positive 

indication that pension funds believe they can still assert more influence over their investment managers for 

stewardship and in turn be more effective and active owners of companies and are not resting on their laurels. 

 

Has engagement added (or prevented loss of) value to the fund?  

 

The above response is also perhaps reflective of the response received to the subsequent question in which 

funds were asked whether they agree that engagement with investee companies (by their fund or fund 

manager/s) has added (or prevented loss of) value to the fund. The feedback was broadly similar to that 

received in 2011, with just over half (53%) agreeing that engagement has added (or prevented loss of) value to 

their fund and only 8% disagreeing. Given the difficulty in quantifying the value added, and even more so the 

prevention of value lost, it is not surprising to note that 33% neither agreed nor disagreed with this assertion 

and 7% indicated that they don’t know.   

 

These responses appear to reflect a sign that funds increasingly recognise that they have stewardship 

responsibilities and are endeavouring to play their role as responsible owners; however, they themselves 

acknowledge that they can be doing more. In the following questions we explore further what funds are 

currently doing and where more could be achieved.   

12% 

38% 38% 

12% 

Fig 3: Over the past 12 months, do you agree that institutional investors (including 
pension funds) have played an active enough role as owners?  

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

10% 

43% 33% 

2% 
5% 

7% 

Fig 4: Do you agree that engagement with investee companies (by your fund or your 
fund manager/s) has added (or prevented loss of) value to the fund? 

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

Don’t know 
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Stewardship Code 
 

Key findings 

 

 The vast majority (91%) of respondents indicate that they have formally discussed the Stewardship 

Code and/or corporate governance issues in the past 12 months.  

 

 60% of respondents had formally committed to the Stewardship Code (a further 5% intend to do so 

within 12 months) - a slight increase on 2011.  

 

 For those funds that have yet to formally commit to the Code, the primary barrier is simply that of 

other issues taking precedence; while a third of respondents cite a lack of belief in the value added.  

 

 In only 38% of cases had investment consultants raised the issue of Stewardship with funds, in a third 

of cases funds had raised it with the consultants themselves.  

 

 When discussed, investment consultants recommended that funds undertake their stewardship 

responsibilities by holding managers to account in reviews (70%) and in less than half of cases did 

they recommend signing up to the Stewardship Code.  

 

 31% of respondents indicated that the Stewardship Code has led to greater scrutiny of investment 

managers.  

 

 

The UK Stewardship Code (the Code) was introduced by the FRC in September 2010 and was updated in 

October 2012. The Code aims to enhance the quality of engagement between institutional investors and 

companies to help improve long-term returns to shareholders. It sets out good practice on engagement with 

investee companies to which the FRC believes institutional investors should aspire.  

 

The revised version of the Code states that it is directed in the first instance to institutional investors, by which 

is meant asset owners and asset managers with equity holdings in UK listed companies. Institutional investors 

may choose to outsource to external service providers some of the activities associated with stewardship. 

However, they cannot delegate their responsibility for stewardship. They remain responsible for ensuring 

those activities are carried out in a manner consistent with their own approach to stewardship.’ 

 

Have funds discussed the Stewardship Code and/or corporate governance issues? 

 

To that end, we have sought to understand through this year’s Engagement Survey how the Code is being 

discussed by pension funds, what the barriers are preventing more funds signing up, and how the Code has 

affected funds’ approach to engagement issues.   

 

We began by asking how often the fund had formally discussed the Stewardship Code and/or corporate 

governance issues during the past 12 months.  
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Encouragingly only 10% of funds indicated that stewardship was never formally discussed in their trustee 

meetings, while nearly half of funds stated they discussed it on an annual basis and over a quarter of funds 

have delegated to a sub-committee which has responsibility for this issue.  

 

Have funds formally committed to the Stewardship Code and its principles?  

 

Members of the NAPF have a clear interest in promoting the long term success of the companies in which they 

invest. For this reason we have, since its launch in 2010, been a strong supporter of the UK Stewardship Code. 

In order to assess the progress being made, respondents were asked whether their fund had formally 

committed to the Stewardship Code and its principles. Again pleasingly, there has been an increase on 2011 

with 60% of respondents now confirming that they had indeed formally committed to the Code with a further 

5% indicating they were intending to do so within the next 12 months – in 2011 55% had formally committed 

to the Code. Only 7% of funds this year indicated that they had no intention to commit.   

 

At this point it is worth stressing that this survey is directed at funds with assets in excess of a billion pounds 

and therefore encompasses those very large funds which are most likely to have the resources to fully 

embrace the Code’s requirements and others with more limited resources and capabilities. The NAPF is aware 

that committing to the Code may seem complex, or at first sight perhaps not directly relevant to many smaller 

funds. The NAPF has sought to provide assistance, not least with the recent publication of the NAPF 

Stewardship Policy which seeks to clarify the reasonable expectations of pension funds for stewardship 

building on the Stewardship Made Simple Guide which was published in 2011.   

 

To further assist smaller and medium sized funds in ‘signing up’ to the Stewardship Code we have produced an 

Implementation Questionnaire which provides a framework which funds may wish to complete and submit to 

the FRC as a means of demonstrating their commitment to the Code. We have also provided a short guidance 

document which sets out the Code’s seven Principles, along with suggestions as to how funds may consider 

applying them. Funds may wish to utilise this when making their disclosures under the Code.  

 

We hope therefore to see the number of funds committing to the Code continue to rise.  

17% 

48% 

26% 

10% 

It is regularly discussed at
trustee meetings

It is discussed on an annual
basis

It is the responsibility of a sub-
committee

It is never formally discussed

Fig 5: How often has your fund formally discussed the Stewardship Code and/or 
corporate governance issues during the past 12 months  
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In order to gain a greater understanding as to why some of these larger funds have yet to commit to the 

Stewardship Code, and why a small minority currently have no intention of doing so, we also asked (those 

funds who have yet to commit) what they consider are the barriers preventing their fund formally discussing 

and/or signing up to the Stewardship Code.  

 

Two dominant reasons were given. The most commonly cited barrier was simply that other priorities take 

precedence. This is unsurprising given the many issues which compete for the trustees’ finite agenda time such 

as funding, administration, membership, de-risking, fund governance and investment strategy. The second 

most commonly cited barrier was a lack of belief in value added – again an unsurprising response given the 

often difficult task of quantifying the benefits of engagement and stewardship.  

 

Are investment consultants raising stewardship in discussions with funds?  

 

Given the vital role that funds’ investment consultants play in overcoming these barriers and managing the 

trustees’ agenda, we asked whether the funds’ investment consultants had raised stewardship in discussions 

with the fund.  

60% 

29% 

5% 
7% 

Fig 6. Has your fund formally committed to the Stewardship Code and its Principles?   

Yes

No

No but intends to commit
(within 12 months)

No and does not intend to
commit

7% 7% 

87% 

13% 

53% 

Lack of awareness Insufficient time Other priorities take
precedence

Uncertainty about
regulatory obligations

Lack of belief in value
added

Fig 7. What do you consider are the barriers preventing your fund formally discussing 
and/or signing up to the Stewardship Code? (base 15)  
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The responses indicated that of the 41 funds who had investment consultants, in only 38% of cases had the 

investment consultants raised the issue of Stewardship with the fund, while in a third of cases funds had raised 

it with the consultants themselves and in over a quarter (26%) of cases the issue had not been discussed at all.  

 

When funds did have discussions with their consultants, we were interested to understand how they were 

being recommended to undertake their stewardship responsibilities. We therefore asked funds a subsequent 

question on this point. 

 

Of the 20 responses provided, the most commonly cited suggestion (70%) was that funds should hold their 

managers to account in their regular reviews; this was followed by including stewardship criteria within the 

mandates awarded to managers. In less than half of cases (45%) the investment consultants recommended 

that funds should sign up to the Stewardship Code as a method of undertaking their stewardship 

responsibilities.  

 

This finding perhaps indicates that there is still some way to go to ensure that a consistent message is being 

communicated, with the key intermediary, the investment consultants, most of whom are signatories to the 

Code, perhaps not adequately explaining the relevance of the Stewardship Code to their pension fund clients. 

The recent revisions to the Stewardship Code which provide further clarification of the respective 

responsibilities of asset managers and asset owners for stewardship and for stewardship activities that they 

have chosen to outsource may assist consultants in interpreting and explaining the relevance of the Code to 

their pension fund clients.  

 

38% 

26% 

33% 

Yes consultants raised it with us No it was not raised We raised it with the consultants

Fig 8. Have your investment consultants raised stewardship in discussions with you?    
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Has the Stewardship Code affected funds’ approach to engagement issues?  

 

Finally, in this section we were keen to assess whether, two years on from the introduction of the Stewardship 

Code, its introduction has affected funds approach to engagement issues.  

 

In 57% of cases respondents indicated that the Code has had no effect on their approach - often because 

appropriate engagement practices are already in place. However, 31% indicated that as a result of the Code 

they undertake greater scrutiny of their investment managers and 29% stated that they collaborate more with 

other investors, demonstrating that the Code is having an impact.  

 

It is clear therefore that progress is being made. Pension funds are regularly discussing the Stewardship Code 

and related corporate governance issues and the number of funds ‘signing up’ to the Code is increasing. 

However, there remain issues to address, and the role of investment consultants in explaining the relevance of 

the Code appears to be one such area.  

45% 

60% 

70% 

5% 
10% 

5% 

Signing up to the
Stewardship Code

Mandates to
managers

Holding managers to
account in reviews

Direct engagement
with companies

Collective
engagement

Advised not to take it
forward at this point

in time

Fig 9. If yes, how did they recommend you undertook your stewardship 
responsibilities? (base 20)   

31% 

19% 

29% 

57% 

2% 

Yes, greater scrutiny of
investment managers

Yes, increased
engagement with

companies

Yes, increased
collaboration with other

investors

No change Don’t know 

Fig 10. Has the Stewardship Code affected your approach to engagement issues?   
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Manager selection and reviews 
 

Key findings 

 

 Over half (57%) of respondents incorporate stewardship principles into their contracts with 

investment managers or their Statement of Investment Principles (up from 41% in 2011).  

 

 The vast majority (71%) of respondents in 2012 indicate that they take the stewardship activities and 

policies of asset managers into account during manager selection – significantly up on 2011 (48%).  

 

 Nearly two thirds (62%) of respondents monitor their investment managers’ compliance with their 

policy on stewardship via periodic manager reviews. This is mirrored by the fact that 90% of funds 

review their managers’ application of stewardship policy (at least on an adhoc basis).  

 

 

Incorporation into contracts with investment managers and/or into Statement of Investment 

Principles 

 

The NAPF encourages pension funds to incorporate the Stewardship Code principles into their Statement of 

Investment Principles (SIP) and their contracts with investment managers. Encouragingly therefore, when 

asked, over half of respondents (57%) indicated that they had incorporated the Stewardship Code principles 

into their contracts with investment managers and/or into their Statement of Investment Principles, with 21% 

including the principles in both their SIP and contracts.   

 

This is encouraging progress and reflects a significant increase on 2011 when just 41% of respondents 

indicated that they had done this. Most importantly this includes a large increase in the percentage of funds 

that are including the principles in both their SIP and contracts with investment managers, up from just 8% in 

2011 to 21% this year. In addition a further 7% indicate that they are already planning on taking this forward 

shortly.  

21% 

29% 

7% 7% 

31% 

5% 

Yes, both Yes, Statement of
Investment Principles

only

Yes, manager
contracts only

No, but soon to be
included

No Don't know

Fig 11. Have the Stewardship Code principles been incorporated into your contracts 
with investment managers and/or into your Statement of Investment Principles?   
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Influencing manager selection  

 

The ideal situation is that an increase in funds including stewardship principles within their Statement of 

Investment Principles and/or contracts with investment managers would result in funds selecting managers 

with these principles in mind. Here again, there is positive news.  

 

We asked whether, when selecting managers, respondents had taken their stewardship activities and policies 

into account (as set out in their statements of commitment to the Code). The findings indicate a significant 

increase on 2011, with 64% of respondents saying that managers’ stewardship activities and policies are 

considered to some extent (up from 45%); 7% stating that they only select managers that are active stewards 

(up from 3%) and a further 10% suggesting that they plan to do so in future.  

 

 

57% 

41% 

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

2012 2011

Fig 11. Have the Stewardship Code principles been incorporated into your contracts 
with investment managers and/or into your Statement of Investment Principles?  2011 

v 2012 

yes, at least one of
IMA or SIP

no

7% 

64% 

10% 

19% 

Yes, we only select managers
that are active Stewards

Yes, this is considered to some
extent

No, but we plan to in the future No, we don't think this is
relevant

Fig 13. When selecting managers, have you taken their Stewardship activities and 
policies into account?   
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Monitoring investment managers’ compliance  

 

Respondents were asked how they monitor investment managers’ compliance with their policy on 

stewardship. The results show that funds use a variety of methods to monitor compliance. However, the most 

common (62%) method for monitoring was incorporation into periodic manager reviews. This is an approach 

advocated by the NAPF, as it shows that pension funds are integrating stewardship into their mainstream 

investment discussions and it is not being considered as a box ticking exercise or a bolt-on luxury. In addition 

only 21% of respondents indicated that they utilise analysis provided by their investment consultants or a third 

party; 19% are requiring formal verification of managers’ stewardship activities (AAF01/06) and 12% are 

holding specialist review meetings with managers.  

 

71% 

48% 

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

2012 2011

Fig 14. When selecting managers, have you taken their Stewardship activities and 
policies into account?   

yes

no

12% 

21% 

62% 

19% 

7% 
10% 

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Specialist review
meetings with

managers

Analysis by
investment

consultant or other
3rd party reports

Incorporated into
periodic manager

reviews

Formal verification 
of managers’ 

stewardship activity 
(AAF01/06) 

Don’t think it is 
relevant 

Other

Fig 15. How do you monitor (or intend to monitor) the fund’s investment managers’ 
compliance with their policy on stewardship?   
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Further evidence that funds are increasingly holding their investment managers to account for applying their 

stewardship policy is provided in response to a question asking how often they review their investment 

managers’ application of stewardship policy. Only 5% of respondents indicated that they never review their 

investment managers’ application of their stewardship policy. Most importantly, the responses to this 

question demonstrate that funds are reviewing their investment managers’ application of their stewardship 

policy more often, with 21% doing so on a quarterly basis – up from 13% in 2011 – and nearly a quarter (24%) 

doing so on an ad hoc basis.  

 

  

21% 

45% 

24% 

5% 5% 

0% 

Quarterly Annually Adhoc Other Never Don’t know 

Fig 16. How often do you review your investment managers’ application of 
stewardship policy?  
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Effective engagement 
 

Key findings 

 

 There has been an increase in respondents delegating engagement activity with 74% delegating this 

to their investment manager (up from 60%) and 31% to a third party (up from 18%). 

 

 Respondents indicate that they perceive that there has been a decrease in the integration at the 

asset manager level of responsibility for engagement with investee companies. In only a quarter 

(24%) of instances is it believed that the responsibility is shared by the corporate governance and 

investment functions.  

 

 The vast majority (71%) of respondents indicate that the most effective form of engagement for 

institutional investors is via their investment manager. This is mirrored by over two thirds (68%) 

indicating that the least effective form of engagement is the fund engaging directly with the 

company.  

 

 The majority of respondents have seen evidence of engagement activities undertaken by the fund or 

its managers influencing changes at a company in the past 12 months.  

 

 As with last year 60% of respondents are not aware of their fund managers collaborating with other 

investors on their behalf – 54% will encourage more collaboration.  

 

 

Approaches to engagement 

 
For the past few years, the NAPF Engagement Survey has tracked the mechanics of pension fund engagement 

with investee companies. This includes the main approach to engagement that pension funds take, how funds 

rate the effectiveness of different forms of engagement with companies and whether engagement is 

influencing changes. 

 

The results from 2012 indicate that there is potentially an increasing trend amongst funds to delegate 

engagement activity with 74% of respondents this year indicating that their main approach to engagement 

with investee companies was delegating engagement to an investment manager. In addition, 31% indicated 

that they delegate engagement to a third party, with a number of funds noting that they delegate engagement 

to both an investment manager and a third party. Only 7% of respondents stated that the fund engaging 

directly with investee companies was their main approach. This trend is perhaps reflective of funds 

appreciating that effective engagement requires resources and that greater voice can be achieved when their 

interests are pooled with others via their investment manager or via an overlay service provider.  
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Responsibility for engagement 

 
Replicating a question asked in last year’s survey we asked respondents which function at the asset 

management level has responsibility for the fund’s engagement with investee companies. It was hoped that 

this would provide some clarity on the extent to which corporate governance matters, such as engagement, 

are integrated into the investment process within the external asset manager to which most funds delegate 

responsibility for engaging with investee companies. In contrast to last year where in most cases engagement 

appeared to be integrated, with 45% of respondents indicating that that the corporate governance and 

investment functions work together on matters of engagement, this year only 24% suggested this was the 

case.  This worrying decrease in the perceived integration at the asset manager – which is at odds with the 

results of the IMA’s survey of adherence to the Stewardship Code - may be due to separate reporting being 

received by the trustees in relation to governance and investment. This is an issue which funds may wish to 

take up with their investment managers.  
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Effective engagement  

 
Given the above indicates that funds are increasingly delegating engagement with investee companies to their 

investment managers, it is important to understand whether this is because funds perceive this to be the most 

effective form of engagement available to them. Clearly funds have a number of options available to them 

including engaging directly, collaborating with other funds, delegating to their investment manager or acting 

through formal groups or committees (such as NAPF). The survey therefore asked funds to rate the 

effectiveness of each of these forms of engagement.  

 

As was the case in the previous two surveys, engagement through the fund’s investment manager is viewed as 

the most effective form of engagement, with this year 34% citing this as the ‘most effective’ method – up from 

10% last year – and a further 37% citing it is as ‘quite effective’.  

 

As was the case previously, direct engagement by the fund is considered to be the least effective means of 

engaging with investee companies, with 68% of funds rating this as either, ‘minimal impact’ or ‘least effective’. 

This is perhaps an unsurprising result given the fragmented nature of pension fund share ownership in the UK 

and reflects the move to delegating this responsibility to the investment manager where more leverage can be 

achieved. 

 

The best indicator as to the effectiveness of engagement is to assess whether engagement activities have 

resulted in changes to company policy. Pleasingly, most of this year’s respondents had seen evidence of 

engagement activities having influence. Not surprisingly given some of the high profile shareholder rebellions 

of 2012, 67% of respondents indicated that they had seen evidence of engagement activities influencing 

changes to remuneration. In addition, 60% had seen engagement activities influencing changes to company 

strategy; 55% to boardroom composition and 44% in relation to social and/or environmental issues. More 

encouragingly only 15% of respondents suggested that ‘no’ they had not seen evidence of engagement 

activities influencing changes in any one of the areas suggested.  
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Fig 19. How would you rate the effectiveness of these forms of engagement for 
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Collaboration 

 
Collaboration with other investors is considered to be an effective way of achieving greater influence and thus 

sending a strong message to companies over specific issues. In addition, this was an issue which received 

significant attention in the recent Kay review, with the recommendation that an Investor’s Forum be 

established to facilitate collective engagement by investors in UK companies.  

 

As we know, pension funds are increasingly delegating their engagement activity to their investment manager, 

so we also asked funds whether they were aware of their investment managers collaborating with other 

investors on their behalf. Interestingly, 60% of respondents, exactly the same response as in 2011, said they 

were not aware of this taking place. However, when asked whether they would encourage more collaboration 

by their investment managers a majority (54%) stated they would.  
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Accountability 
 

Key findings 

 

 Over the past year 76% of respondents have taken some measures to increase the scrutiny of their 

investment managers’ application of their corporate governance policy. 

 

 The majority (64%) of respondents are either very or quite satisfied with the standard of corporate 

governance and stewardship reporting from their investment managers. Of those who were not 

satisfied, the most common complaint was a lack of substance/materiality.  

 

 There is less consensus over the quality of investment consultants reviews of what investment 

managers have said about their voting and engagement activities.  

 

 

In 2010, funds were asked to describe the steps they intended to take in order to increase the scrutiny of their 

investment managers’ application of their corporate governance policy. Then in 2011, funds were asked what 

steps they had actually taken in the previous year, the results indicated that funds were spending more time 

reviewing reporting (53%) and paying attention to votes cast (35%).  

 

This question was repeated again this year, and the trend towards increased scrutiny is continuing – 

demonstrating that while funds are increasingly delegating stewardship activity, they are in tandem increasing 

the scrutiny of its delivery by their investment managers. This year 63% of respondents indicated that they are 

spending more time reviewing reporting and nearly half (49%) are paying more attention to the votes cast.  

 

For those respondents who answered ‘Other’ the responses were varied, and included meeting with the 

investment managers to increase understanding of each other’s policies; direct trustee involvement on certain 

issues and hiring an external service provider to ensure a consistent approach. 
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Reporting from investment managers and consultants 

 
With the increasing move to delegate to investment managers and others, the quality of reporting on 

engagement from the investment managers is becoming ever more crucial for pension funds, as it allows them 

to monitor how their voting and engagement instructions are being implemented on their behalf. It is 

important that investment manager reporting is of a high standard in order that trustees are well equipped to 

discharge their stewardship responsibilities. 

 

Funds were asked the extent to which they were satisfied with the standard of stewardship and corporate 

governance reporting from investment managers. Interestingly, this year there was a greater level of 

satisfaction than last year - 12% of respondents were very satisfied with the reporting (8% in 2011), 52% were 

quite satisfied (47% in 2011) and only 14% were quite dissatisfied (16% in 2011). This is very welcome and 

reverses the trend downwards last year, perhaps indicating that funds’ investment managers are now 

responding to the increased attention trustees are giving to this issue.  

 

Where funds expressed dissatisfaction with the standard of stewardship and corporate governance reporting 

from their investment managers the most commonly expressed frustration was that the reporting lacked 

substance and materiality. Some respondents indicated that they felt the reporting was often a box ticking 

exercise and failed to explain what they were actually doing or give any examples of activity they had 

undertaken.  

 

To examine this issue further, respondents were asked how satisfied they were with their investment 

consultant’s review of what their investment managers had said about voting and engagement activities in 

these reports. In the 28 cases where the investment consultants reviewed this reporting the feedback was 

varied and broadly similar to that received in 2011 – 17% of respondents said they were very satisfied; 19% 

quite satisfied; 10% quite dissatisfied; 5% very dissatisfied and 17% neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.  
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Voting 
 

Key findings 

 

 Funds are exercising their votes more, and in more jurisdictions with 93% of funds exercising their 

votes in the UK (up from 90%).  

 

 Despite reporting from investment managers to trustees being broadly satisfactory approximately 

half of respondents disclose voting information to members.  

 

 The level of disclosure to the general public remains lower - although there has been a slight increase 

since 2011. 

 

 There has been a significant increase in the percentage of respondents who do not lend stock at all.  

 

 

Voting rights 

 
The NAPF believes that the informed use of votes, while not a legal duty, is a responsibility of owners and an 

implicit fiduciary duty of pension fund trustees and investment managers to whom they may delegate this 

function. Therefore over the years the Engagement Survey has tracked the extent to which pension funds 

exercise their voting rights in the UK and abroad.  

 

This year’s survey found that respondents are exercising their votes more and in more jurisdictions. The vast 

majority (93%) of funds exercise their voting rights in the UK. Looking abroad, 90% of respondents also 

exercise their voting rights in the US, 90% in Europe (excluding the UK), 76% in Japan and 66% in emerging 

markets. Just 5% of respondents indicated that they never exercise their voting rights in any market.  
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Voting disclosure 

 
Principle 6 of the UK Stewardship Code states that “Institutional investors should have a clear policy on voting 

and disclosure of voting activity”, in addition Principle 7 states that “Institutional investors should report 

periodically on their stewardship and voting activities” going on to say that “asset owners should report at 

least annually to those to whom they are accountable on their stewardship policy and its execution.”  

 

Funds were therefore asked whether they disclose information on voting to scheme members and, if so, 

whether they disclose the voting policy, information on votes cast, or both. Nearly half (48%) indicated that 

they disclose information on voting to members either as standard or on request. Interestingly there was little 

difference between the level of disclosure from local authority pension funds and that from others.  

 

Of those who advised that they automatically disclose or that they disclose on request to members, 15% 

disclose the voting policy only and 10% disclose voting information only with 75% disclosing both – up from 

68% in 2011.  

 

In line with the UK Stewardship Code Principles, respondents were also asked whether they disclose 

information relating to voting to the general public. The results showed that while fewer funds are currently 

disclosing information relating to voting to the public, this is increasing. This year 44% either automatically 

disclose or disclose on request such information publicly.  

 

Of those who advised that they automatically disclose or that they disclose on request to the general public, 

20% disclose the voting policy only, 5% disclose voting information only, and 65% disclose both. 
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Voting on loaned stock 

 
This year’s revisions to the UK Code included within Principle 6 the addition that institutional investors should 

disclose their approach to stock lending and recalling lent stock. 

 

As in previous years, funds were asked to disclose whether they (or their investment managers) recall stock 

that is on loan in order to regain control over the voting rights. In this year’s survey, there has been a reversal 

from last year. This year stock lending has become significantly less prevalent, with a third of funds reporting 

they do not lend stock at all – compared with 21% in 2011. Of those who do lend stock, a third recall stock to 

regain control of the voting rights for contentious resolutions; a further 2% for all resolutions and just 12% 

never do so with 19% indicating that they didn’t know.  
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Approach to responsible investment 
 

Key findings 

 

 57% of respondents confirmed that the trustees set out the fund’s approach to the responsibilities of 

investors as shareholders in their annual report to scheme members. 

 

 A large majority of funds (83%) have reviewed their Social, Environmental & Ethical (SEE) policy 

within the past 3 years.  

 

 Nearly half of respondents indicated that the scheme’s policy on responsible investment influences 

their selection of investment managers or consultants – up from 36% in 2011. 

 

 Respondents were clear that by far the most important factor investment managers’ should take into 

account when making investment decisions is the company’s strategy (87%); with board composition 

(including diversity) second (68%).  

 

 

Approach to the responsibilities of investors as shareholders 

 

Within the survey, responsible investment was defined as “including a wide range of environmental, social and 

governance factors which are important to the longer term success of a company and thus relevant to 

shareholders”. The NAPF believes that there is a close link between the more established principles of 

corporate governance and mainstream responsible investing and support the evolving best practice in this 

area, especially in light of the proposed reforms to corporate reporting of material non-financial matters 

within the UK and EU which should make it easier for investors take such factors into consideration.  

 

Funds were asked whether the trustees set out the fund’s approach to the responsibilities of investors as 

shareholders in their annual report to investors. In 57% of cases respondents suggested that trustees do so. 

This represents a trend downwards from the high of 77% in 2009 and 65% last year. However, this could 

reflect the fact that responsible investment ideals are becoming more a mainstream consideration since the 

introduction of the Stewardship Code in 2010.  
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Social, Environmental & Ethical (SEE) policy 

 

The SRI Pensions Disclosure Regulation 2000 requires “that trustees of occupational pension funds disclose in 

the Statement of Investment Principles the extent (if at all) to which social, environmental and ethical (SEE) 

considerations are taken into account in their investment strategies”. Respondents were therefore asked when 

the fund had last reviewed its Social, Environmental and Ethical (SEE) policy. Half of respondents indicated that 

their fund had reviewed its SEE policy within the past year and a further third had done so within the past 

three years.  

 

As discussed before, the interaction between pension funds and their investment managers and consultants is 

vital to ensuring effective oversight of investment management activity. As with stewardship, pension funds as 

the providers of capital can set the tone for responsible investment, most significantly through the selection of 

its intermediaries.  

 

The survey therefore asked funds whether the scheme's policy on responsible investment influences the 

selection of investment managers or consultants. The results found that nearly half (48%) of respondents do 

take responsible investment into account when selecting managers or consultants – significantly up from the 

36% figure in 2011. A further 17% stated that whilst they do not take this into account now, they expect they 

will in the future. These results, as with those earlier in the survey, demonstrate that funds are giving more 

consideration to stewardship and responsible ownership factors when awarding mandates.  
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Fig 30. When did the fund last review its Social, Environmental & Ethical (SEE) policy?  
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Factors influencing investment decisions 

 

To gain a fuller understanding of the importance placed on responsible investment during the investment 

process, respondents were given a sample of social, environmental and corporate governance factors and 

asked to indicate how important it is that the fund’s investment managers take those factors into account 

when making investment decision. 

 

Unsurprisingly and quite rightly, company strategy was considered to be the most important factor, with 87% 

(82% in 2011) stating that it was either extremely or very important. Board composition, including board 

diversity, was considered either extremely or very important by 68% (58% in 2011) of respondents; 49% (40% 

in 2011) considered the same of remuneration; 48% for social factors – both internal (24% in 2011) and 

external (34% in 2011) – and 43% (45% in 2011) for environmental factors.   

 

What is particularly striking about the results is that for almost all the suggested factors trustees considered 

them more important to investment decisions than last year. This indicates that trustees do indeed take their 

role as responsible owners seriously and recognise the significance of environmental, social and corporate 

governance factors on their investments. In addition, these results demonstrate that trustees grasp that as Kay 

rightly suggests in his report and the FRC have emphasised within their revisions to the Code, investment 

decisions need to incorporate a broad range of issues which focus on both strategic issues as well as questions 

of corporate governance and other non-financial matters.  
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Securities Litigation 
 

Key findings 

 

 Over the past year, 64% of respondents had participated in a class action to collect on a settlement. 

 

 17% of respondents had participated in a class action as an active participant. 

 

 Just 21% reported they had not participated in a class action at all in the past year. 

 

 

As with past NAPF Engagement Surveys, this year’s survey has continued to show an increasing trend towards 

increased participation in class actions by large pension funds. This year, 83% of funds either participated in a 

class action to collect on a settlement or as an active participant (up from 78% in 2011). Of the respondents 

only 21% indicated that they had not participated in a class action within the past 12 months, down from 28% 

in 2011.  

 

In the aftermath of the economic crisis, many schemes were adversely affected. It is important therefore that 

institutional investors seize every opportunity to recover any available proportion of those losses; these results 

are therefore further positive news suggesting that UK pension funds are endeavouring to do just that.  
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APPENDIX 1: List of figures 
Figure 1 Respondents by value of assets under management 4 

Figure 2 Do you agree that institutional investors (including pension funds) have stewardship 

responsibilities which include engaging with companies and voting shares? 
7 

Figure 3 Over the past 12 months, do you agree that institutional investors (including pension 

funds) have played an active enough role as owners? 
8 

Figure 4 Do you agree that engagement with investee companies (by your fund or your fund 

manager/s) has added (or prevented loss of) value to the fund? 
8 

Figure 5 How often has your fund formally discussed the Stewardship Code and/or corporate 

governance issues during the past 12 months 
10 

Figure 6 Has your fund formally committed to the Stewardship Code and its Principles? 11 

Figure 7 What do you consider are the barriers preventing your fund formally discussing and/or 

signing up to the Stewardship Code? 
11 

Figure 8 Have your investment consultants raised stewardship in discussions with you?  12 

Figure 9 If yes, how did they recommend you undertook your stewardship responsibilities? 13 

Figure 10 Has the Stewardship Code affected your approach to engagement issues? 13 

Figure 11 Have the Stewardship Code principles been incorporated into your contracts with 

investment managers and/or into your Statement of Investment Principles? 
14 

Figure 12 Have the Stewardship Code principles been incorporated into your contracts with 

investment managers and/or into your Statement of Investment Principles? 2012 versus 

11 

15 

Figure 13 When selecting managers, have you taken their Stewardship activities and policies into 

account (as set out in their statements of commitment to the Stewardship Code)? 
15 

Figure 14 When selecting managers, have you taken their Stewardship activities and policies into 

account (as set out in their statements of commitment to the Stewardship Code)? 2012 

versus 2011 

16 

Figure 15 How do you monitor (or intend to monitor) the fund’s investment managers’ compliance 

with their policy on stewardship? 
16 

Figure 16 How often do you review your investment managers’ application of stewardship policy? 17 

Figure 17 What is your main approach to engagement with investee companies? 19 

Figure 18 Which function at the asset management level has responsibility for the fund’s 

engagement with investee companies? 
19 

Figure 19 How would you rate the effectiveness of these forms of engagement for institutional 

investors, where 1 is the least effective and 5 is the most effective? 
20 

Figure 20 In the last year have you seen evidence of engagement activities (including voting) 

undertaken by your fund or its managers (on your behalf) influencing changes to… 
21 

Figure 21 Are you aware of your fund managers collaborating with other investors on your behalf?   21 

Figure 22 In the past year, what steps, if any, have you taken to increase scrutiny of your 

investment managers’ application of corporate governance policy?   
22 

Figure 23 How satisfied are you with the standard of stewardship and corporate governance 

reporting from investment managers? 
23 

Figure 24 How satisfied are you with your investment consultants’ review of what investment 

managers have said about their voting and engagement activities in these reports? 
26 

Figure 25 In the past twelve months, have your voting rights been exercised in the following 25 
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markets? 

Figure 26 Do you disclose information on voting to scheme members? 26 

Figure 27 Do you disclose information on voting to the general public? 26 

Figure 28 Do you (or your investment managers) recall stock that is on loan in order to regain 

control of the voting rights? 
27 

Figure 29 Do the trustees set out the fund’s approach to the responsibilities of investors as 

shareholders in their annual report to scheme members?    
28 

Figure 30 When did the fund last review its Social, Environmental & Ethical (SEE) policy? 29 

Figure 31 Does your scheme's policy on responsible investment influence the selection of 

investment managers or consultants? 
29 

Figure 32 How important is it that the fund’s investment managers take the following factors into 

consideration when making investment decisions (where 1 is not at all important and 5 is 

extremely important)? 

30 

Figure 33 In the past twelve months have you participated in a class action settlement? 31 
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